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Principal’s Message 
Dear Parents, Carers and Community Members 
  
A TRIBUTE TO YEAR 12, 2020 
Next Thursday, 24 September, 2020, we will farewell our second Year 12 class. Their official graduation ceremony 
and associated end of schooling activities will be markedly different to what they, their parents/carers, family 
members and fellow students and staff had planned for and expected. 
 
The gift of 13 years of schooling is a special blessing to be celebrated and our Year 12’s have been eagerly waiting 
this time of special celebrations and rich memories. However, their hopes, which were also our hopes, have been 
dashed as a consequence of the upheaval caused to our lives by the COVID-19 global contagion. 
 
The contagion has not only disrupted their celebration but has caused immense disruption to their studies for the 
Higher School Certificate. They have NOT been able to complete their studies in a stable learning environment. The 
harsh and unforgiving reality of COVID-19 has resulted in a period of home schooling, changes to assessment 
schedules and examinations, and fear of illness culminating in Year 12’s having to cope with intense feelings of 
anxiety and stress, discontinuity and vulnerability, grief and loss and powerlessness. 
 
The impact on their sense of emotional, psychological and physical wellbeing has been immense. To deal with the 
pressure of studying for their Higher School Certificate while coping with disruption to their studies  and their daily 
lives has been incredibly demanding. It has challenged them individually and collectively. It has tested their character 
and demanded great tenacity of purpose and an unrelenting resolve not to give in to depression,  despondency and 
despair. 
 
It is to their credit that they have not succumbed to the stress and pressure. Indeed, they have witnessed in a most 
inspiring way to the courage of endurance. They have done so with a spirit of optimism and hope. They have risen 
above any sense of bitterness and despair. They have cared for and supported each other. They have maintained 
strong relationships with family and friends. They have shown themselves to be adaptable and resilient. They have 
laughed and smiled in the face of adversity. They have been concerned to give back to the school community in a 
spirit of gratitude and thanks for what their school has given them. They have NOT been defeated in their struggles 
despite the intense negative forces impacting on them. 
 
It is an absolute pleasure, on behalf of our community, to congratulate and express sincere gratitude and thanks to 
our Year 12 class for their leadership; their commitment to self-betterment; their compassionate responses in 
support of the needy in our midst; their care for each other; the splendid manner in which they have promoted and 
shared in one another’s growth; the contribution they have made to the growth and development of our 
community; their wonderful support for our transition to senior schooling and their courage of endurance in 
response to the impact of COVID-19 on their lives. 
 
They have witnessed to the finest of human qualities. Giving thanks for their witness and their legacy demands that 
we also recognise and express sincere thanks for the support, guidance and direction our Year 12’s have received 
from all who have shared in their life’s journey in education, their parents/carers and family members, their teachers 
(pre-school, primary and secondary school), their mentors, our support staff and their friends.
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Becoming a fully alive person is a life-long journey that unfolds with our best efforts, partnership with others and the 
help of God’s grace. Please pray that our Year 12’s recognise this, that they recognise and appreciate their inherent 
goodness as people, and that they accept the responsibility they have to live with integrity, to be their best selves, to 
care for their neighbour, to be stewards of creation and promote the common good. 
 
May they be truly blessed in their post school years with the courage and commitment to be symbols of Christ’s 
love. 
 
Blessings 
 
Larry Keating 
Principal 

 

 
“TELL THEM FROM ME” Survey 
All parents/carers at St Mary’s are invited to contribute to a community consultation survey. The survey is open from 
21 Sptember 2020 to 22 October 2020. 
 
The survey is anonymous, voluntary and easy to use. It takes about 20 minutes to complete and covers parents’ 
perceptions of the school’s support for learning, positive behaviours, and the promotion of safety and inclusion. 
 
Students in Years 4-12 will also participate in the survey during class time. Parents/carers will receive a non-consent 
note to sign and return to the school by 20 September 2020 if they do NOT want their child participating in the 
survey. 
 
The insights we gain into parent and staff communication, activities and practices at home, and parent voice on the 
school’s support of learning, faith formation and behaviour will build an accurate and timely picture that schools can 
use for practical improvements. 
 
This is your chance to provide valuable feedback about your school and support school planning and future direction 
and we welcome your participation, suggestion and comments. The school community will receive findings and 
proposed actions for improvement following completion of the survey process. 
 
How to access the survey 
Parents/carers can access the survey by clicking this: http://tellthemfromme.com/smcc . Only one survey should be 
completed per child. 
 
If you have any problems or queries about the survey please contact Shane Abell, School Survey Coordinator – 
shane.abell@mn.catholic.edu.au 
 

 
 
 

http://tellthemfromme.com/smcc
mailto:shane.abell@mn.catholic.edu.au
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ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL – LEARNING & TEACHING 
 

Year 10 NESA Minimum Standards Testing Round 2 Monday Week 10 
   
The achievement of the NSW Education Standards Authority (NESA) National Minimum Standards are 
prerequisite for students studying the HSC. NESA requires students to meet this standard in the following 
three areas: Reading, Writing and Numeracy, before receiving the HSC. The tests are administered online.  
 
Year 10 students will have many opportunities to meet the standards required over the next three years.   
 
Each test runs for 45 minutes. The Reading and Numeracy tests will include 45 multiple choice questions 
and the Writing test will require students to respond to a question based on a prompt or stimulus. The 
Writing test is a typed response of approximately 500 words.  
 Should you need further help in understanding the process, please click on the following link to see what 
the tests look like. https://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/11-12/hsc/hsc-minimum-
standard/online-tests 
Year 10 Students who did not complete NESA Minimum Standards Testing last term, or who need to 
complete Round 2 of testing, should come prepared with charged devices for Testing on Monday 21 
September Week 10.  
 
Students will be notified if they are required for a test via their Roll Call teachers this week. For further 
information please email cathy.ogorman@mn.catholic.edu.au   
 
Year 11 Students Return to Class 
Congratulations to our Year 11 students on their excellent conduct during the examination period. This 
coming week students will receive feedback from their teachers in relation to their exams and how they 
have performed, identifying areas of both strength and needing development. As students transition to 
Year 12 HSC Courses it is important for them to learn from their experiences in the Preliminary Courses, 
and to set goals for themselves, based on the feedback provided. Wiggins (2015) tells us that “Feedback is 
not advice, praise, or evaluation. Feedback is information about how we are doing in our efforts to reach a 
goal.” 
 

 

 
  

https://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/11-12/hsc/hsc-minimum-standard/online-tests
https://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/11-12/hsc/hsc-minimum-standard/online-tests
mailto:cathy.ogorman@mn.catholic.edu.au
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I encourage all Year 11 students to view this period of feedback as a time for learning, asking questions, 
setting goals and seeking strategies from their teachers that will lead to further growth and development. 
A ‘growth mindset”, that is, seeing feedback, successes and setbacks as opportunities for learning, is 
integral to success in the future. I wish all Year 11 students a restful holiday break, following this period of 
feedback, and look forward to commencing their HSC journey with them in the new term. End of Course 
Reports for Year 11 students will be published on Compass on Monday 19th October Week 2 Term 4.  
 
HSC 2020 
Year 12 students will commence HSC Examinations on 20th October here at the College. We are grateful to 
Mr John Wakely, our Presiding Officer for the Exam Operation,  for the time and effort he has already 
devoted to ensuring that the process is a smooth one. Next week the following items will be addressed 
with Year 12 and separate correspondence will be sent to all Year 12 families and students outlining the 
expectations and arrangements for the HSC Exam Operation: 
 

• Students will receive a timetable containing times, rooming and detailed information re each 
examination session 

• A COVID Strategy and Safekeeping Plan will be outlined to all students 

• Mr John Wakely will introduce himself and outline the Rules of the Exams and the daily routine for 
each examination 

• The Illness/ Misadventure process will also be outlined once more for students 

• Arrangements for students with Disability Provisions will be confirmed 

• Q&A time will also be allocated 
 

I take this opportunity to wish all students every success in their HSC exams! See you all on the other side 
(and in between, no doubt!) 

 
      
  
 
 
 
 
Cathy O’Gorman 
Assistant Principal – Learning & Teaching 
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Leader of Wellbeing – Year 12 
 
On Wednesday September 2nd, Year 12 Tradie Day took place, when all Year 12 students dressed as tradies in their 
hi-vis and work boots and gave service back to the school in the form of a staff carwash, restoration of outdoor 
furniture, painting a mural, gift-wrapping and cleaning. The day was intended primarily as an opportunity to have fun 
and to make memories for Year 12 in a year when so many other events have had to be cancelled. The behaviour 
and commitment of the students that day was exemplary and so many teachers congratulated and sang the praises 
of Year 12 for their efforts, especially those teachers who drove home in sparkling clean cars! We raised just under 
$400 from the carwash and gold coin donations by Year 12, which will be used to buy gifts for Year 12 teachers, a gift 
for the school and a donation to the Vinnies Christmas Appeal. 
 
This Friday September 18th is Op-Shop Formal Day for Year 12. They can come to school dressed in formal attire, 
purchased at op-shops. It will be a normal school day so students must bring their device and resources for normal 
lessons, but, they will all look glamorous as they do so! I want the students to have a laugh, feel special and just 
enjoy another day devoted specifically to them as they approach their final week of formal schooling ever. There are 
dresses and suits available for a small donation in the café this week for any student unable to get to an op-shop to 
buy something for Friday. Or, mums and dads, you can let your child dust off the gowns and suits from your heyday 
and find a ‘classic’ item tucked away in your wardrobe to wear. Either way, I look forward to seeing everyone 
dressed up, teachers included! 
  
Katrina Brennan 
Year 12 Leader of Wellbeing 
 

 

Leader of Learning – HSIE 
 
The Year 8 Geography HSIE team were so exited this 
morning to see our Year 8 students submitting their 
final project for the term. The theme of the task was 
“Place and Liveability’ and the challenge for the 
students was to create their own liveable city/town 
complete with essential services, transport, 
renewable energy technology, residential options and 
more. The brief was to build this city within a box 
display, and we were all blown away with the level of 
detail, creativity and variety of the students work. 
This task truly reflects diverse perspectives and individuality in the use of materials, design and the effective 
communication of their understanding of this unit.  
 
This is our first attempt at this task, and like always we don’t always know how it will turn out. But we took a chance 
and we couldn’t be prouder of the students engagement and connection to the real-world. As always, forward 
thinking and planning is critical to the success of these projects. I would like to acknowledge the work of Jo Meagher 
and Vanessa Dews for their meticulous planning of this task and guiding the Year 8 HSIE team and their students. I 
would like to also acknowledge Daniel Matzen, Tarryn Wilson and Douglas Pitt for supporting this project and 
supporting their students creativity.  
 
Natasha Convery 
Leader of Learning - HSIE 
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Year 11 Physics 
 

A hair raising experience! 
 
As part of their study of the module Electricity and Magnetism, students were introduced to a van de graaff 
generator. The day that we used the generator was nearly perfect as the humidity was low. The static electricity 
sparks were at least 10 cm long, which would require approximately 300 000 volts! Students were able to stand on 
an insulator and experience a ‘bad hair day’, with their neatly groomed hair soon standing on end. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gerard Cushan 
Physics Teacher
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LIBRARY MATTERS 
 
NSW Premier’s Reading Challenge 2020 
 
As mentioned last newsletter, there were several students who had completed the NSW Premier’s Reading 
Challenge for 2020. The students were required to read 20 books during the year and recently needed to submit 
their reading list for this year. We are happy to announce an important update to our previous list. St. Mary’s had 
four students recognised as recipients of the Premier’s Medal of Achievement this year. These students have 
successfully completed the Premier’s Challenge every year from Kindergarten to Year 9. 
 
Congratulations to the following students on this commendable achievement: 
 

Lucas Stace – Year 9  
Greg Fabrikanov – Year 9 
Chloe Fabrikanov – Year 9 
Paddy Layton – Year 9 

 
Also an update from the last newsletter, Victoria Owen of Year 7 was omitted from our list of St. Mary’s students 
completing the challenge in 2020. Well done Victoria! 
 
Create a Book Spine Poem Competition 

 
Create a poem using the books in your own library, or come up to the school 
library and get creative using our books. Email your entries to Mrs. Dunn by 
Monday October 12 (rosalind.dunn@mn.catholic.edu.au) with the title “Spine 
poem competition”. Winners will be announced in week 1 of next term and 
featured in the newsletter. The competition is open to all St. Mary’s students. 
 
 
 
 

Chess team update  
The Chess team has advanced to the next round in the NSW Junior Chess League Country Secondary Schools 
competition. The team thoroughly defeated St. Joseph’s High School, Aberdeen 3 ½ to ½ on September 9th. Joseph 
Hogan, Jackson Tait, and Greg Fabrikanov all won their matches, and Daniel Ollerton had a draw on board #1. 
Congratulations to the boys, and more details on the next round of the competition to follow soon. 
 
Returning your Library books 
Could students please check that they do not have overdue library books sitting at home. The library staff will soon 
be handing overdue notices to students with the expectations of the books being returned. If the books are not 
returned a replacement fee will be charged.  
 

Attention Year 11 students 
Could you please return your Year 11 textbooks to the library as soon as possible.  
 
HSC Past exams, ATAR notes, Study Guides 
The Library has a full selection of past HSC exam questions, ATAR notes and Study 
Guides for all the different HSC courses to assist Year 12 students in their 
preparation for the HSC course. Come up to the library and have a look, or ask the 
library staff for assistance. 
 
Rosalind Dunn, Teacher Librarian                                           Brad Trost, Library/Visual Art Teacher 
 

mailto:rosalind.dunn@mn.catholic.edu.au
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FREE WEBINAR 
with 

Clinical Psychologist Jordan Foster 

Tech-Addicted Kids 
Gamers, YouTube, Social Media and Cyber Safety 

 

17th September, 7:30pm - 8:30pm 

A "catch-up" recording will also be viewable for registered participants.  

Gaming and screen time is often at the forefront of a modern parent's mind. Knowing the many 

opportunities that technology provides, it can be difficult to balance the benefits with some of the 

risks. Excessive gaming and screen time is a concern that offers simmers at the surface for many 

when kids are accessing their devices. For many Australian families, they face an ongoing 

struggle of getting children and teens off their devices.  

 

This session will aim to help parents understand why some young people can find it hard to get off 

their games, and explore some of the psychological tricks that game developers use to maintain 

player engagement. 

 

We'll explore common questions that parents have about screen time, including why kids love 

watching other kids play games on YouTube. We will look into the red flags that parents can look 

out for if children are having problems with excessive gaming, and discuss practical strategies for 

managing device use at home. We will also touch on social media and cyber safety, and provide 

parents with additional resources to follow-up with after the session.  

 

http://hummingbirdcentre.com.au/events/gaming-addiction-free-webinar/ 

http://hummingbirdcentre.com.au/events/gaming-addiction-free-webinar/
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TERM 3 CALENDAR 2020 

Week 10 (A Week) 

Tues 22 Sept Transfer of Leadership from 2020 to 2021 Leaders 

Weds 23 Sept Landcare 

Thurs 24 Sept - Year 12 Reports, Awards and References issues 
- Year 12 Awards Ceremony – COLA – Year 12 Students ONLY according to COVID-19 

safety protocols  
- Year 12 Clap-Out -  Students arranged according to COVID-19 safety protocols 
 
Please note, a video will be made of the event for future release and the event will be 
livestreamed on the day – further details to follow via Compass 

Fri 25 Sept Last Day of Term 

TERM 4 CALENDAR 2020 

Week 1 (A Week) 

Mon 12 October • Year 12 – Week of Revision and Consolidation in preparation for HSC Exams 

• Students commence Term 4 classes 

Tues 13 October College Assembly (On-line) 

Thurs 15 October Newsletter 16/20 published 

Week 2 (B Week) 

Mon 19 October Year 11 Reports 

Tues 20 October • HSC Written Examinations commence 

• Year Assemblies (15 minute duration) 

 

 

2020 – YEAR 12 GRADUATION ACTIVITIES – WEEK 10 
 

• Will be significantly modified to ensure COVID-19 safety protocols are 

maintained 

• Parents/Carers will NOT be able to attend 

• Activities on Thursday 24 September will be live streamed for 

parents/carers and video recording of all events will be made for families 

• The whole school will NOT be able to assemble for a Final Year 12 Assembly 

• There will be NO Graduation Mass 

• There will be NO Year 12 Formal 

 

 

 

TERM 4 COMMENCES 
 

MONDAY 12 OCTOBER 2020 


